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IN RE: REVIEW OF COAL COSTS FOR PROGRESS ENERGY FLORIDA’S 
CRYSTAL RIVER UNITS 4 AND 5 FOR 2006 AND 2007 

FPSC DOCKET NO. 070703-E1 

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF 

SASHA WEINTRAUB 

I. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS 

Please state your name and business address. 

My name is Sasha A. J. Weintraub. My business address is 410 South Wilmington 

Street, Raleigh, North Carolina, 27601. 

By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 

I am employed by Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. (“PEC”) as the Vice President of 

Fuels and Power Optimization in the Fuels and Power Optimization Department. 

What are your responsibilities in that position? 

I am responsible for the procurement of coal for both PEC and Progress Energy 

Florida, Inc. (“PEF’ or the “Company”). With respect to PEF, this means the four 

coal units located at the Crystal River Energy Complex commonly called Crystal 

River 1 (“CRI”), Crystal River 2 (“CR2”), Crystal River 4 (“CR4”), and Crystal 

River 5 (“CR5”). I am also responsible for the procurement and transportation of 

reagents (limestone, ammonia, and urea) for both PEC and PEF as well as 

commercial responsibility for the resulting coal combustion by-products. In addition 
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to this, I have responsibility for gas and oil procurement, power trading, and portfolio 

management. 

When did you assume the role of making coal procurement decisions for CR4 

and CR5? 

I assumed responsibilities for coal procurement for the Crystal River coal plants in 

mid-to-late 2005. 

11. PURPOSE AND SUMMARY OF DIRECT TESTIMONY 

What is the purpose of your testimony? 

The purpose of my testimony is to provide an overview of the coal procurement 

decisions for Crystal River Units 4&5, in 2006 and 2007. I will explain the coal 

procurement solicitations and spot markets purchases during this time period and 

demonstrate that the Company’s decisions with respect to the coal purchased for CR4 

and CR5 were reasonable and prudent under the circumstances and existing market 

conditions. 

I will also explain the deliberate and detailed review undertaken by the 

Company throughout 2006 and into 2007 to determine if switching the type of coal 

bumed at CR4 and CR5 from bituminous coals entirely to a blend of bituminous coals 

and Powder River Basin (“PRB’) coals was in the best economic interests of the 

Company’s ratepayers in the short and long term. 

Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your testimony? 
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A. Yes. I am sponsoring the following exhibits that I have prepared or that were 

prepared under y supervision and control: 

Exhibit No. - (SAW-I), Coal Procurement Procedures; 

Exhibit No. 

4 and 5; 

Exhibit No. - (SAW-3), the bidder list of suppliers who responded to the February 

3,2006 RFP; 

Exhibit No. - (SAW-4), PEF’s coal procurement plan for the February 3,2006 

RFP 

(SAW-2), the February 3,2006 RFP for coals for Crystal River Units 

All of these exhibits are true and correct to the best of my knowledge 

Q. 

A. 

Please summarize your testimony. 

From 2006 to 2007 (and thereafter), the Company has purchased and continues to 

purchase the most economical coal available under market conditions for CR4 and 

CR5. That is what we have done in 2006 and 2007 and that is what we continue to do 

for CR4 and CR5. 

For coal to be burned in 2006 and 2007, only one PRB supplier responded to 

the coal RFP for CR4 and CR5, and that bid was not the most economical choice for 

CR4 and CR5. Additionally, PEF’s analysis shows that PRB coal blends would not 

have been a cost-effective choice for PEF’s customers during this time period. 
, 

During the 2006-07 time period, PEF did, however, purchase bituminous coal 

with less than 10,000 BTU/lb heat content that was blended with higher quality coal 

and delivered to CR4 and CR5 at pricing that was more favorable than blends using 
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bituminous and PRB coals. Stated simply, rather than blending CAPP coal with 20% 

PRB coal as was suggested in Docket 060658, PEF was able to blend high quality 

bituminous coal with lower quality bituminous coal and achieve total prices that were 

more favorable than CAPPRRB blends. This demonstrates PEF’s commitment to act 

with reasonable and prudent deliberation to come to the best and most cost-effective 

decision for the Company’s customers. 

111. COAL PROCUREMENT FOR CR4 AND CR5: 2006-2007 

What evaluation process did you employ in your coal procurement decisions? 

We generally followed the same coal procurement policies and practices for the 

Crystal River coal plants as was described in Docket 060658. We first determined 

what coal requirements existed for the next year bums and inventory levels for the 

Crystal River coal plants and then we subtracted from those requirements the tons 

currently under contract. That provided us with the tons needed at each set of coal 

units for the next year. 

After we had determined the open positions for purchase, we determined, 

based on the tons required and market conditions at the time, whether to issue a 

formal, competitive solicitation or pursue opportunities in the spot coal markets. We 

elected to prepare a formal, competitive solicitation and sent out an RFP for coal 

conforming in quality to the required coal specifications attached to the RFP for 

various terms. The RFP was sent to all prospective bidders on our supplier bidders’ 

list. This list was comprised of suppliers that possessed the necessary financial, 

technical, and business resources to supply coal consistent with the Company’s 

A 
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quality and quantity requirements. The response deadline was generally three to four 

weeks. At that time, the bid proposals were reviewed for completeness, accuracy of 

the data supplied, and conformity to the RFP requirements. 

A similar but abbreviated process was used for spot coal purchases. On a 

monthly basis, the Company would make known its interest in spot bid proposals 

meeting the same required coal specifications used in the formal solicitations by, for 

example, calling coal producers on its bidder list and coal brokers. The Company 

also received unsolicited offers from coal producers and brokers. Such proposals 

were also first reviewed for completeness, accuracy of the data supplied, and 

conformity to the specifications. They were then compared to the market prices 

through the use of various trade materials and broker sheets and, if the Company had 

a need for the coal, the Company would accept the offer and purchase the coal off the 

spot market. 

Additionally, PEF’s evaluations took into consideration the following factors: 

(1) conformity to the technical and commercial aspects of the specifications (e.g. coal 

specifications, delivery schedules, warranties, etc.); (2) coal quality and quantity 

assurances (or guarantees) by the bidder; (3) unit prices and conditions of pricing; (4) 

any exceptions to the specifications and resulting penalties; (5) perceived or 

demonstrated supplier reliability and/or capability; (6) supplier operations and/or 

shipping capabilities; (7) previous performance; and (8) any other considerations 

applicable under the circumstances. 

PEF’s objective was to determine the coal supply that offered the best value to 

the Company for the prices quoted in the bid proposals. In this sense, the Company 
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explicitly recognized that the lowest price may not necessarily reflect the best value 

to the Company and its customers. 

As part of this evaluation process, we employed a model that determined the 

optimal economic distribution of coal to each plant given constraints in coal quality, 

delivered price, bum requirements, inventory plan, unloading outages and constraints, 

and other factors. Thereafter, an economic analysis summary was prepared including 

a quality baseline that evaluated the coals submitted on the basis of the differential 

between the bid quality and baseline specification for BTU, sulfur, ash, moisture, and 

grind. As a result, we produced an evaluated delivered cost per mmbtu for each coal 

in the formal RFP and selected the appropriate coals on the basis of this complete 

evaluation. 

PEF’s goal is to compare coals submitted in an W P  or spot bid proposal with 

each other on an “apples to apples” basis and rank them accordingly. PEF’s coal 

procurement policies and practices, employing a delivered cost and evaluated (or 

busbar) cost analysis (called the “total cost” or “evaluated cost” in our spreadsheet 

analysis of the bids), achieves this result. In fact, the model we currently use, called 

VISTA, is the updated Windows version of the Electric Power Research Institute 

(“EPRI”) Coal Quality Impact Model (“CQIM”) that was previously used by Progress 

Fuels Corporation. A copy of the Company’s coal procurement policy is Exhibit No. 

(SAW-1) to my testimony. 

How were coals burned at Crystal River 4 and 5 during 2006 and 2007 

procured? 
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A Some of the coals were procured under competitive bid processes which occurred in 

2005 and earlier. Additionally, new coal purchases were procured through the 

January 2006 solicitation or through spot purchases. 

A. THE JANUARY 2006 SOLICITATION 

Q. Did the Company initiate a formal RFP for coals for CR4 and CR5 in January 

2006? 

Yes, we did. We issued a RFP solicitation for coals meeting the coal quality 

requirements for CR4 and CR5 with terms of one to three years. The RFP was sent to 

over 100 potential coal suppliers on the Company’s bidder list, including PRB coal 

suppliers, and it was published in a number of well recognized coal publications in 

the industry. Bid proposals were due on February 15,2006, A copy of the January 

2006 RFP for coals for CR4 and CR5 is Exhibit No. ____ (SAW-2) to my testimony. 

A. 

The RFP sought both domestic and import coal proposals for delivery by 

water barge or rail to Crystal River. Bidders were required to provide available 

analyses on the coal offered in the bids with both “typical” and “guaranteed values. 

As the names imply, “typical” values were the quality of the coal expected on each 

shipment, and “guaranteed” values were the minimum quality specifications for the 

coal shipments below which PEF could reject the shipment. PEF expressly told 

potential bidders in the WPs that their proposals would be evaluated not only on a 

delivered cost basis but also on a performance cost basis including, but not limited to, 

coal and ash handling impacts, generating station operating costs, and environmental 

compliance. 
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A. 

Did the RFP for CR4 and CR5 coals include specifications for both bituminous 

and sub-bituminous coal? 

Yes, it did. The required coal specifications included as received guaranteed 

specifications for both bituminous and sub-bituminous coals. These required coal 

specifications were consistent with the quality specifications historically used at CR4 

and CR5. 

Did the RFP go to PRB suppliers? 

Yes, it did. There are a number of PRB suppliers on our bidders list who received the 

RFP, including Arch Coal, Inc. and Kennecott Energy Company. The RFP or notice 

of the RFP was also sent to a number of coal trade publications where it was 

published. These publications are followed by coal suppliers and purchasers in the 

industry. 

What were your compliance coal goals for the January 2006 RFP? 

We were targeting 2 milhon tons for 2007 and just over - tons for 2008 for 

CR4 and CR5. Thereafter, we targeted - for 2009. Our hedging targets 

sought to have under contract to - of the coal needs for the next year, m 
to m of the coal needs for the second year out, m to 

the third year out, and a decreasing percentage beyond that time penod. 

of the coal needs for 

What was the response to this RFP? 

Out of the over 100 potential suppliers the RFP was sent to, the Company received 

bids from 22 suppliers with over 100 unique proposals. The Company received only 

8 
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one proposal for PRB coals, however, and that was from the coal broker Louis 

Dreyfus Energy Services L.P. (“LDES”). None of the major PRB coal suppliers who 

received the RFP, such as Arch and Kennecott, responded with a bid proposal to the 

RFP. A copy of the bidder list indicating those suppliers who responded with bids or 

simply did not respond at all to the January 2006 RFP is Exhibit No. - (SAW-3) to 

my testimony. 

Was it unusual to receive so few PRB proposals? 

No. In response to PEF’s September 2005 RFP, no PlU3 producer provided a bid for 

PRB coals. Th~s is consistent with historical responses to prior RFPs. 

What were the results of the evaluation of the January 2006 RFP? 

For 2007, we entered into six contracts for 1.9 million tons of compliance coal from 

both domestic and import bituminous coal suppliers at an average of $60.03/ton cost 

(a range of $48.15/ton to $64.25/ton). Five of those suppliers also agreed to contracts 

for over 1.5 million tons of coal in 2008 at an average of $60.56/ton (a range of 

$48.40/ton to $64.25/ton) and two of them further contracted for the delivery of over 

500,000 tons in 2009 at an average of $56.96/ton. As a result of this solicitation, the 

Company met its objectives and guidelines for the RFP, provided CR4 and CR5 with 

quality bituminous compliance coal, and purchased the most economical coal 

available on the market. A copy of the Company’s coal procurement plan for the 

January 2006 RFP is Exhibit No. ~ (SAW-4) to my testimony. 
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Was the sole PRJ3 offer in response to the January 2006 RFP a better value than 

the bituminous coals that the Company purchased as a result of the RFP? 

No, it was not. As explained in detail in Mr. Heller’s testimony, blends of CAPP and 

PRB coal would have been more expensive than the coal PEF actually purchased and 

burned in 2006 and 2007. 

B. SPOT PURCHASES 2006-2007 

Did PEF make any spot purchases of coal for CR4 and CR5 in 2006 and 2007? 

Yes. It is typical in the industry to make spot purchases when economical to do so 

and we participate in the spot coal market just like most other utilities do. We 

routinely advise potential suppliers on our bidders list and with whom we have coal 

contracts that we are interested in spot purchases and we make this known to potential 

suppliers through the coal trade publications as well. Additionally, we have 

historically been very active in the spot market and this is a fact well known in the 

industry. As a result, we frequently receive offers for spot coal purchases on a 

monthly basis. PEF made spot purchases of approximately 277,000 and 178,000 tons 

in 2006 and 2007 respectively. 

Did PEF make any spot purchases of coal for CR4 and CR5 that contained lower 

than 10,000 BTU/lb heat content? 

Yes. PEF made one purchase of spot PRB coal from Peabody Coaltrade, LLC in 

2006 of approximately 3,000 tons. PEF also made two purchases of spot bituminous 

10 
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coal from Massey Utility Sales Co. in 2007 of approximately 60,000 tons that had 

less than 10,000 BTU/lb heat content. 

Q. For the one purchase of spot coal from Peabody Coaltrade, LLC in 2006 that 

had less than 10,000 BTU/Lb heat content, how was the coal utilized? 

The coal from Peabody Coaltrade LLC was delivered by water via river barges to 

Intemational Marine Terminal (IMT) where it was blended with base coals of higher 

BTU value. This yielded a blended coal that was used for PEF’s PRB test hum 

conducted in May 2006. 

A. 

Q. For the two purchases of spot coal from Massey Utility Sales Co. in 2007 that 

had less than 10,000 BTU/lb heat content, how was the coal utilized? 

The coal from Massey Utility Sales Co. was delivered by water via river barges to 

International Marine Terminal (IMT) where it was blended with base coals of higher 

BTU value. This yielded a blended coal that met acceptable BTU values for Crystal 

River Units 4 and 5 which was delivered to Crystal River Units 4 and 5 at an overall 

lower fuel cost than PRB coal blends. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Have any PRB coal suppliers made spot purchase offers to you? 

No, other than the Peabody Coaltrade LLC purchase which was previously described. 

IV. THE EVALUATION OF PRB COALS FOR CR4 AND CR5 

11 
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What is the current status of the Company’s evaluation of  the use of  PRB coals 

at  CR4 and CRS? 

The Company’s continued evaluation of the use of PRB coals at CR4 and CR5 has 

slowed due to changes in market conditions, operational factors associated with PRB 

coal, and due to the potential for PEF to bum other types of coal at CR4 and CR5 in 

the future. As I have explained, with respect to the January 2006 RFP, the PRB bids 

PEF received were not price competitive. That has proved to be the case in a 

subsequent RFP for coal for CR4 and CR5 as well. Currently, there is no economic 

benefit to the Company or its customers to pursue PRB coals blends at CR4 and CR5, 

even without addressing the handling and operational issues created by buming such 

a blend at the site. As always, however, PEF will continue to monitor the market 

and will continue to strive for the best and most cost-effective fuel options for CR4 

and CR5 now and in the future. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Does this conclude your testimony? 

Yes. 
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Docket No 070703 
Progess Encrgy Florida 
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Page 2 of35 

a Receiving Capacities 
Actual Burns 
Coal Ordered vs. Coal Receipts 

2. Management personnel review the Inventory targets. If targets are approved, Coal Inventory 
Plans are developed. If the  targets are not approved, then iurther evaluation of inventory 
levels is performed by Fuel Delivery Section personnel. 

3. The Coal Inventory Plans take into account the Monthly and Seasonal needs of each Plant in 
addition to the Annual Average Inventory Targets. Separate but similar Plans are developed 
for the NS and CSX served Plants and are for a nine (9) to twenty-one (21) month planning 
horizon. These Plans are maintained as Excel files on the RFD shared drive; Read Only 
access is granted to all except Fuel Delivery Section personnel responsible for maintaining and 
updating the plans and RFD-IT support personnel. 

4. In order to developirevise the Coal Inventory Plans, RFD personnel utilize the following input 
data: 

ADM-FFDC-00001 

lnput Data 1 Coal Burn Projections 

Rev. 1 (OVOS) Page 2 of 4 

I (monthly) 

Actual Burn, Receipts. 
Inventory (monthly) 

1 Coal Stockpile Aerial Survey I quarterly) 

I 
Updates (monthly and/or 

I 
Coal Purchase 

Commitments (as available) 

-_ 
- Received FromiMeaxures 

GenTraaer pro ections - from Portfolio 
Mgmt. (up to 12 month planning 
horizon) 
Generation 8 Fuel Forecast projections 
-from SPOD (beyond 12 month , .  
planning horizon) 
Obtained from FMS after monthly close 

. Received from Technical Services DeDt. 

Received from Fuel Procurement 

New purchase agreements 
Changes to existing purchase 

Section 

agreements 

factors impacting burn 

I 

Actions 
Review projections 8 clarify 
factors impacting burn , I 

but not received as scheduled 
Account for coal burn greater 

Evaluate days supply 
adjustment to include within 
inventory plan for each plant 
stockpile - Incorporate new purchases 
into Inventory Plan, and 
revise (as appropriate) any 
recommendations for 
additional coal purchase. 



Coal Shipment Changes - Cancelled or deferred shipments 
(as they occur) Destination changes 

Plant Requests, Special Specific shipment requirements 
Needs (as needed) Special coal needs 

Planned Unloading outages 

Reconcile Actual Tons By supply contractlagreement 
Shipped vs. Target (monthly) 

Update Plant Burn @ 85% Received from RCO/Por#olio Mgmt. 
(annually, as needed) . #of tons burned @ 85% capacity 

Transpoltation Contract . Transportation Suppliers 
Provisions 

5. After the month closes, FMS produces a Monthly Coal Inventory Report that provides the 
month-end inventory levels at each Plant. This report is used to: 

Reformulate the desired coal receipts for subsequent months to support the needed 
inventory levels 
Identify additional coal purchase needs in the months following the month just closed 

When Fuel Delivery Section personnel review the report, consideration is given to seasonal 
needs and annual inventory targets. 

6 .  Management personnel review the Coal Inventory Plans (Fuel Delivery Section Mgmt. - 
monthly, or as significant changes to the Inventory Plan occur; RFD Mgmt. Team -quarterly 
Strategy Management Review or as-called). If the Plans are approved, Fuel Delivery Section 
personnel communicate coal purchase needs to Fuel Procurement Section personnel. If not 
approved, the Coal Inventory Plans are revised to include new or modified assumptions, 
factors or alternatives identified during the management review. Additionally, update meetings 
are scheduled monthly for exchanging information between Fuel Delivery Section and Fuel 
Procurement Section personnel so that participants in procuremenffdeliveryiinventory activities 
can share current observations relative to these activities. 

Monitor Shipment loadings 
Communicate with Suppliers, 
transportation providers, 
Plants - Document shipment changes 
to suppliers, transportation 
providers, Plants via email 
Communicate with Plant 
personnel, Suppliers, 
transportation providers 

Revise, as needed, the plan 
for future shipments under 
the Supply agreement 

Update data used to calculate 
days supply 

provisions 

Document via email 

Plan for make-up shipments 

Monitor performance against 

AOM-FFOC-00041 Rev 1 (05105) Page 3 of 4 
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Inventory Pian ReviewlDevelopment Process Flow 

Identifies Average Annual Inventory Targets for each Plant . Deveiop Risk Mitigation Strategy for each Plant 

w in  lnventaiy 
Targets 

Inout D a w  
'Monthly Coal Burn Projections 
Actual Burn, Receipts, Inventory (monthly) 

'Coal Purchase Commitments (as available) 

Data 
+=Coal Stockpile Aerial Survey Updates (monthly and/or quarterly) 

'Coal Shipment Changes (as they occur) 
*Plant Requests. Special Needs (as needed) 
'Reconcile Actual Tons ShiDDed vs. Target (monthly) 
'Update Plant B ~ r r  @as% annually as needed 
'MonJor Performance Agd nhl Pro" 6 011s of TianspoRatmn 

Contracts 
* Separate but similar Plans for NS-sewed Plants and CSX-Served Piants 
* Considers Monthly 8 Seasonal Plant Needs, and Annual Average Inventory 

* 9 to 21 months planning horizon 
Targets 

Review Coal Inventory 
Plans with Management I 

I I 

Concurs 

Communicate Coal +-- Purchase Needs 

Fuel Deiivery Section Management (monthly. or as significant changes occur) 
+ RFD Management Team (quarterly or as-called) 

* Purchases needed in support of Inveniory Plans . Additional Purchase needs to supplement existing commitments 
communicated to Fuel Procurement Section personnel 
Periodic informational meetings between Fuel Delivery 
Fuel Procurement Section personnel 
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Replenishment Process 
Document number 

ADM-FFDC-00003 
A P P ~ S  to: .Fossil Fuels - Carolinas 

Keywords: administration; coal supply chain management 

AOM~FFDC00003 

Overview: 

This document cmers the activities necessary to ensure that: 
Inventory levels are monitored to determine how much and when coal purchases are to be 
made. 
Monthly coal shipments are scheduled to Plants to support burn requirements and inventory. 
Coal Inventory Plans are updated as necessary. 

Responsibilities: 

FGD Plant personnel: 
Ensure receiving coal shipment data entered into FMS is accurate and timely. 

Technical Services Dept. personnel: 
Ensure necessary inventory (aerial survey) adjustments are communicated to RFD personnel. 

RFD personnel: 
0 Ensure Coal Inventory Plans and Shipment Schedules are monitored effectively. 

Ensure FMS inventory data remains accurate and that FMS adjustments are made in a timeiy 
manner. 
Ensure Coal Inventory Plans are updated as necessary. 

Rev. 1 (OUOS) Page 1 of 5 

Process: 

1.  Fuel Delivery Section personnel monitor the Coal Inventory Plans on a weekly basis and the 
Coal Shipment Schedules on a daily basis. 



AUTHORIZED COPY 
2. Based on this monitoring, Coal Inventory Plans are revised as needed. In order to revise the 

Coal Inventory Plans, Fuel Delivery Section personnel utilize the following input data: 

ADM-FFDC-00003 

Input Data 
Coal Bum Projections 

Rev. 1 (05105) Page 2 of 5 

(monthly) 

Actual Burn. Receipts, 
Inventory (monthly) 

Coal Stockpile Aerial Survey 
Updates (quarterly) 

Coal Purchase Commitments 
(as available) 

Coal Shipment Changes (as 
they occur) 

Plant Requests, Special 
Needs (as needed) 

Transportation Contract 
Provisions 

.- .. - 
Received . . . Fropmsures.  

GenTrauer pm,e::ioris - 
from Portfolio Mgmt. (up ti 
12 month planning 
horizon) 
G8FF projections -from 
SPOD (beyond 12 month 
planning horizon) . Obtained from FMS after 
monthly close 

Received from Technical 
Services Dept. 

. Received from Fuel 
Procurement Section 
Newpurchase 
agreements 
Chanses to existina 
purch&e agreements 
Cancelled or deferred 
shipments 
Destination changes 

Specific shipment 
requirements . Spedal coal needs . Unloading outages 

* Transportation Suppliers 

Actions 
Review projections 8 
clarify factors impacting 
burn 

Account for shipments 
loaded but not received as 
scheduled - Evaluate days supply 
adjustment to include 
within inventory plan for 
each plant stockpile 

Monitor Shipment 
schedules 
Have conversations with 
Suppliers, transportation 
providers, Plants 
Document shipment 
changes to suppliers, 
transportation providers, 
Plants via email - Have conversations with 
Plant personnel. 
Suppliers, transportation 
providers - Document via email - Monitor performance 
against provisions 

3. RFD Management personnel meet with Fuel Delivery Section personnel and review the Coal 
Inventory Plans, including recommendations for future coal purchases. Plans are first 
reviewed by Fuel Delivery Section Manager for approval and possible scheduling of additional 
reviews with RFD management team. 

4. Depending on quantity of coal required to replenish inventory: 
A. For incremental spot coal purchases needed for inventory stability (short term 
fluctuations in inventory level), the Fuel Delivery Section Manager may authorize 
communication of coal purchase needs to the Fuel Procurement Section Manager. 
B. Purchase needs that exceed those required for short term inventory stability are 
reviewed during the quarterly Strategy Management Review meeting involving the RFD 
Management team and selected RFD personnel. 
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5. If inventory is to be replenished, coal purchase needs are communicated to Fuel Procurement 

Section personnel. If the inventory is not to be replenished, the Coal Inventory Plans are 
continually monitored. 

6. Update meetings are scheduled monthly for exchanging information between Fuel Delivery 
Section and Fuel Procurement Section personnel so that participants in 
procuremenvdeliveryiinventory activities can share current observations relative to these 
activities. 

7. Fuel Delivery Section personnel develop a monthly Coal Shipment Schedule for each Plant. 
These schedules ensure that monthly coal distribution to the Plants is consistent with the 
Inventory Plans. The development of Shipment Schedules requires extensive verbal and 
email communications between Fuel Delivery Section personnel, coal suppliers and 
transportation providers. Upon completion by the first day of the month, the Shipment 
Schedule for the month is made available in electronic form to PEC Plants; schedule 
information is also provided to coal suppliers and transportation providers by the first day of the 
month. 

8. Suppliers load coal shipments destined for the appropriate Plants, per the Coal Shipment 
Schedule. Shipment weights are determined by use of scales that have been certified by 
state Weights and Measures authorities as being appropriate for commercial use. 

9. Plant personnel unload coal shipments to the appropriate stockpile. Cars are verified against 
the Waybill. 

10.PEC Plant personnel receive shipment into FMS, and the coal shipped becomes part of the 
Plant Inventory. 

ADM-FFOC-00003 I Rev. 1 (OSOS) I Page 3 of 5 ] 
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Replenishment Process 
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Input Data: 
‘Monthly Coal Burn Projections 
‘Actual Burn. Receipts. Inventory (monthly) 
’Coal Stockpile Aerial Survey Updates 

‘Coal Purchase Commitments (as avaiiable) 
‘Coal Shipment Changes (as they occur) 
’Plant Requests. Special Needs (as needed) 

(monthly and/or quarterly) 

Outpuf data -Anticipated additional coal 
DUrchaSe needs 

I Yes 1 
Management Review 

of Coal 

needed) 

* Presentationidiscussion with Mgmt. Team 

* Coal purchase recommendations 
and Fuel Delivery personnel 

(pari of presentation) 

v 

Mgmt Concurs 
with Purchase 

Recs 

I purchase needs In subsequent Inventory Plan reviS,onS I 

?Monthly coal distribution lo Plants 
Schedules consistept with Inventory Plans 

?Handoff Shipment Schedules to PEC Plants, railroads, 
and coal suppliers. Mike Hood and 3rd Party Labs. 
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Shipments to Approoriate 
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Stockpile 

I 
* Becomes part of Booked Inventory 

into FMS * Receipt of Coal Shipments (ADM-POGC-CIOOCI4) 
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Overview: 

This document covers the activities necessary to ensure that: 
Coal Inventory Plans are created and approved by management personnel. 
Coal purchase needs are effectively communicated to Procurement personnel. 
Coal Shipment Schedules are developed, monitored, and maintained by RFD personnel. 
Plants receive coal shipments into FMS. 
Fuel stock inventory is maintained within FMS. 
Inventory adjustments are made as necessary (Aerial Surveys, Waybills, miscellaneous 
documentation). 
Coal Inventory Plans are updated as necessary. 
Month End actual data related to inventory is incorporated into inventory plans 

Responsibilities: 

FGD Plant personnel: 

Technical Services Cept. personnel: 
Ensure necessary inventory adjustments (aerial survey adjustments) are communicated in a 
timely manner to FFD personnel. 

Ensure receiving coal shipment data entered into FMS is accurate and timely 

RFD personnel: 
Ensure FMS inventory data is accurate and that FMS adjustments are made in a timely 
manner. 
Develop, monitor and maintain Coal Shipment Schedules. 
Update Coal Inventory Plans as necessary 
Ensure Month End activities are conducted accurately in relation to inventory. 
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Process: 

1. Fuel Delivery Section personnel run the Coal Inventory Risk Evaluator Model once per year. 
From the output of this model, Fuel Delivery Section personnel determine specific Average 
Annual Inventory Targets. Throughout the year, Plant coal inventory levels are monitored 
against these Targets. Fuel Delivery Section personnel also develop Risk Mitigation Strategies 
for each Plant, as needed, that address probability of coal inventory stockout, burn forecast 
accuracy risk, coal receipt performance risk, and Plant unloading outage risk. 

2. Management personnel review the Inventory Targets. If targets are approved, Coal Inventory 
Plans are developed. If the targets are not approved, then further evaluation of inventory 
levels is performed by Fuel Delivery Section personnel using the Coal Inventory Risk Evaluator 
Model. 

3. The Coal Inventory Plans take into account the Monthly and Seasonal needs of each Plant in 
addition to the Annual Average Inventory Targets. These Plans are maintained as Excel files 
on the RFD shared drive; Read Only access is granted to all except Fuel Delivery Section 
personnel responsible for maintaining and updating the plans and RFD-IT support personnel. 

4. Management personnel review the Coal Inventory Plans (Fuel Delivery Section Mgmt. - 
monthly, or as significant changes to the Inventory Pian occur; RFD Mgmt. Team - quarterly 
Strategy Management Review or as-called). If the Plans are approved, Fuel Delivery Section 
personnel communicate coal purchase needs to Fuel Procurement Section personnel. If not 
approved, the Coal Inventory Plans are revised to include new or modified assumptions, 
factors or alternalives identified during the management review. Additionally, update meetings 
are scheduled monthly for exchanging information between Fuel Delivery Section and Fuel 
Procurement Section personnel so that participants in procuremenffdelivery/inventory activities 
can share current observations relative to these activities. 

5. Fuel Delivery Section personnel develop a monthly Coal Shipment Schedule for each Plant. 
These schedules ensure that monthly coal distribuiion to the Plants is consistent with the 
Inventory Plans. The development of Shipment Schedules requires extensive verbal and 
email communications between Fuel Delivery Section personnel, coal suppliers and 
transportation providers. Upon completion by the first day of the month, the Shipment 
Schedule for the month is made available in electronic form to PEC Plants: schedule 
information is also provided to coal suppliers and transportation providers by the first day of the 
month. 

6. Fuel Delivery Section personnel monitor the monthly coal shipments against the Coal 
Shipment Schedule. Inventory levels are monitored throughout the month. If conditions 
warrant (Le. lower inventory level at a Plant) changes and adjustments to a shipment schedule 
are made to meet the Supplier, Plant, and Railroad needs. These changes are documented 
and communicated verbally and/or by email to appropriate personnel (Plant Fuel Handling 
personnel, Fuel Procurement Section, Fuel Administration Section, coal supplier, transportation 
provider). 

Rev. 1 (05135) Page 2 "1 7 
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7. Suppliers load coal shipments destined for the appropriate Plants as rail equipment is provided 

per the Coal Shipment Schedule. Shipment weight is determined by certified scales at origin, 
or by the hauling railroad, or by a draft survey of ocean vessels. The entity performing the 
weighing function provides a copy of the scale certification test report to the Fuel Delivery 
Section. The coal supplier takes action to initiate a freight waybill upon loading of the 
shipment. The hauling railroad takes the information provided by the coal supplier to prepare 
the freight waybill; this waybill ultimately provides the weight of the coal delivered in the 
shipment. The Progress Fuels field representative may observe the loading of the shipment on 
behalf of PEC; during this visit to the coal supplier loadout facility, the field representative 
routinely inspects weighing devices and may request that origin scales demonstrate proper 
operation prior to loading of the shipment. The Progress Fuels field representative prepares a 
field report for each shipment loading observed. The Progress Fuels field representative may 
observe scale certification tests on behalf of PEC. 

ADM POGC-00003 

8. A representative sample is obtained from the coal being loaded at origin andlor from the coal 
being unloaded at destination. Each coal supply agreement defines which sample will be 
analyzed to determine the quality of record for the coal loaded in the shipment. The analysis 
of record provides the basis for determining the quality of coal to be received into inventory. 
Origin quality analysis results are provided to Plant Fuel Handling personnel prior to unloading 
of the shipment in order to confirm the quality of coal being received. The Progress Fuels field 
representative may observe the loading of the shipment on behalf of PEC; during this visit to 
the coal supplier loadout facility, the field representative routinely inspects the sampling 
processldevice and may make recommendations to correct any deficiencies prior to loading of 
the shipment. The Progress Fuels field representative prepares a field report for each 
shipment loading observed. 

9. Upon delivery of a coal shipment, PEC Plant Fuel Handling personnel verify the identity of the 
cars against the freight waybill. Plant Fuel Handling personnel unloads the coal shipment. 

10.Straggler cars, i.e. railcars separated from the original train in which they were loaded, may 
arrive at the Plant at any time, individually or as part of another shipment. These railcars may 
become separated from the original shipment due to a mechanical defect that required their 
removal from service (“bad ordered”) or because they were loaded in excess of load limits 
imposed by the hauling railroad (“overloaded”). Overload cars are reduced in weight by 
removal of excess coal under the supervision of the hauling railroad and re-weighed and re- 
billed with the revised weight. 

11. PEC Plant Fuel Handling personnel receive shipments into FMS, and the coal becomes part of 
booked inventory for the Plant. 

12.On a daily basis, Plant personnel record the coal burn quantity into FMS. 

13.At the end of each month following the month-end FMS closing process, Fuel Delivery Section 
personnel incorporate actual Month-End Inventory into the Inventory Plan. (Actual burn 
quantity, receipts, and inventory are incorporated into the Inventory Plan). 

14.RFD personnel reconcile the inventory accounts monthly: N P  Freight (#2322101), N P  Coal 
(#2321901), and Fuel Stock Asset Account (#1511010). 

Rev 1 (05105) Page 3 of 7 
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15. Fuel Oelivery Section personnel update the Inventory Plan, as appropriate, based on the 

impact of actual performance for the month just ended on future months, including an 
accounting of missed and cancelled shipments, and any revised burn projections that may be 
available. 

ADlvl,POGG00003 
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Evaluator Model 

I I 
+ Identities Average Annual Inventory Targets ior each Plant 
* Develop Risk Mitigation Strategyfor each Plant 

Inventory Plans 

Plans with Management 

Purchase Needs 

Schedules 

Actively Monitor Coal 
Shipments Against 

Schedule 

* Separate Plans for NS-served and CSX-Sewed Plants 
’ Considers Monthly & Seasonal Plant Needs, and Annual Average 

* Controlled Access to Inventory Plan electronic files 
* Inventory PlanIReview Development Process (ADM-FFDC-00001) 

* Fuel Delivery Section Management (monthly, or as significant changes occur) 
’ RFD Management Team (quarterly or as-called) 

Inventory Targets 

* Purchases needed in support of Inventory Plans 
*Additional Purchase needs to supplement existing commitments 

* Periodic informational meetings between Fuel Delivery and Fuel Procurement 
communicated to Fuel Procurement Section 

Section personnel 

Monthly Coal Distribution to Plants consistent with 
Inventory Plans 
‘ Handoff Shipment Schedules to PEC Plants, railroads. coal suppliers 

* Changes, adjustments to meet supplier, plant, railroad needs 
’Document and communicate Shipment Schedule changes 
* Monitor in\/entory levels throughout the month if conditions warrant 

e.g. lower inventoq 
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Shipments 
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I 
Shipments to Appropriate 

Stockpile 

Into FMS 

End Inventory into 
Inventory Plan 

I 

I 

Accounts 

Update Inventory Plan r 
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* Shipment weight determined by certified scales at 

* Coal Sampling and Weighing Process (MCP-FFDX-00003) 
*Waybill prepared by railroad & provided to Plant & FMS 
* Shipment Sampled, Quality Analyzed 

origin or by railroad, or by draft survey 

*At Origin by supplier 
*At Destination by Piant 
‘Analysis of record designated Whin mal purchase 

* Analysis reviewed to confirm appropriate qual i i  
agreement 

* Cars Verified against Waybill upon arrival at Plant 
’ Bad Ordered cars straggle to destination separate 

* Overloaded cars removed from train & re-waybilled with revised (lightened) wt. 
* Inventory is stored in properly secured and environmentally conditioned 

from remainder of train 

locations where access is restricted to authorized personnel 

* Becomes part of booked Inventory 
’ FMS restricts to authorized personnel the ability to input, change, or cancel 
goods received transactions 

* Plant reports daily through FMS 
* Coal Scale Operation and Maintenance (MNT-FGOC-00016) 
* Guidelines for Determination of Monthly Coal Bum (ADM-POGC-00002) 
* Material Testing of Non-Certified Plant Coal Scales (MNT-FGOC-00017) 

* Incorporate actual burn, receipts, inventory in Inventory Plan 

* N P  Freight Account (#2322101) 
’ N P  Coal Account (#2321901) 
* Fuel Stock Asset Account (+1511010) 

* Evaluate impact of actual performance on future months 

* Include revised burn projections 
Account for missed & cancelled shipments 
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* Stockpile volume determined by Survey Contractor 
* Stockpile density determind by FGD, Technical Services Dept. 
* Physical inventory adjustments recommended according to procedure 

Performed at least quarterly 
* Guidelines for Conducting Aerial Inventory Surveys of 

the Coal Pile (ADM-POGC-00001) 

Incorporate 
survey to book 
variance into 

Inventory Plan 
f 

t Reconciliation of Coal lnventoty (ACT-FGDGOWO1) 
h 

Adjustment 
Required 

Approved Adjustment to 
Inventory Entered to FhlS 

* Reflected in Month-end Inventory 
' FGD Region management approves recommendations for adjustment via email 
* RFD Administration Section management receives approved adjustment 

* Reconciliation of Coal Inventory (ACT-FDGC-00001) 
via email 
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~ppiies IO: 

Keyuoms: 

Fossil Fuels - Carolinas 

material control/procurement: coal supply chain management; fuel production 

I. SUBJECT: Coal Procurement Procedure 

IN. APPLICABILITY Procurement & Risk Management Section; Fossil Fuel Procurement Team 

111. PURPOSE: To define the coal purchasing process 

IV. GENERAL INFORMATION: 

As a result of the Replenishment Process (ADM-FFDC-00003) there may be a necessity to purchase coal as 
communicated to the Fuel Procurement Section by Fuel Delivery personnel. If this fuel requirement is communicated, 
the Fuel Procurement Section meets to determine the most appropriate form of a coal purchase solicitation to 
implement, (RFP or a phone solicitation), timing and review the complete procurement process. 

An RFP would be utilized when: 
1. the need for additional coal is at least 12 months in length; 

2. delivery requirements are not immediate: 

3. supply is perceived as being scarce and canvassing a wider spectrum of the industry as necessary; 

4. Right-to-match (RIM) or Right-of-First-Refusal (RFR) clauses in Contracts require rigorous documentation of 
an arms-length competitive bid process for options offered for RTM or RFR, e.g., solicitation letter; 

5. a specific quality of coal is needed, e.g., high grind, requiring a broad search of the coal industry, possibly 
extending beyond the Central Appalachian Coal District; 

5. multiple coal qualities, e.g., compliance, noncompliance. are required; and 

7. multiple coal sources and/or regions, e.g., N S  origin, CSX origin, import are involved 

A phone solicitation may be utilized when: 
1. the need for additional coal is short-term (less than 1 year); 

2. the requirement volume of additional coal is small; 

3. delivery is required within six months; 

4. time is of the essence; 

5. immediate responses from suppliers is required; 

5. PEC would not want to publicize to the entire industry (coal andlor electric) inventory level indications; 

7. verbal communication with suppliers could yield market intelligence 
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A procurement analyst prepares a solicitation letter containing desired contract term, volume, description of 
coal products, applicable adjustments to price based on quality deviations, bidding requirements and 
guidelines and proposal submission deadline. The solicitation letter, a confirmation letter form, PEC's set of 
standardized General Terms & Conditions (GTC), and a bid quote form are e-maiied to each supplier on the 
bidders list. 

Ail vendors responding to the RFP are required to submit proposals to the Fossil Fuels Department 
Administrative Assistant, who creates a receipt log in which is recorded the vendor company name and the 
date received. Proposals received in response to the RFP are confidential and the Administrative Assistant 
maintains the submitted proposals and the receipt log in a secure location. No other employee has access to 
the proposals or log, nor is information regarding the bids communicated to any employee prior to the 
submission process deadline. 

Once the deadline has expired, the Administrative Assistant and a procurement analyst work together to verify 
that all logged bids are accounted for and that all bids have been logged. The bids and the log are then 
turned over to the procurement analyst. The bids are examined at a meeting with at least one additional 
procurement employee present. The procurement employees attending the bid meeting will review, initial, 
and date each bid received. During the review process, any factor contained within a bid which would 
eliminate it from being evaluated or warrants additional discussion would be noted on the document and 
discussed during the meeting. A coal whose grind is below the minimum acceptable at any of PEC's plants 
would be such a factor which would disqualify a bid from being considered. A coal being loaded at a single 
car ioadout (vs. a 4-hour batch weigh) would warrant discussion. 

The procurement analyst creates a procurement binder for the RFP process in which is kept the solicitation 
letter, Confirmation letter form, GTC, bid quote form, bid receipt log, submitted bids, coal market intelligence 
and price information from coal industry publications, minutes from Fossil Fuel Procurement Team meetings, 
bid analyses, and if any. bids that arrived after the deadline and are not being considered for evaluation. 

Any bid arriving late is turned over to the procurement manager by the Administrative Assistant. The 
procurement manager makes the decision whether a late bid is to be considered for evaluation and potential 
purchase along with all other bids tendered within the submission time period. The procurement manager 
notes on all late bids either "Accepted Past Deadline" or "Received Past Deadline/Not Accepted", initials and 
dates the documents, and turns over the late bids to the procurement analyst performing the economic 
evaluation. For late bids which have been accepted, the procurement analyst proceeds by updating the 
receipt log, revising the economic evaluation, and including the accepted late bids in the procurement binder 
along with ail other bids being evaluated. Late bids which are not accepted are also included in the 
procurement binder, but distinguished from the accepted bids by a file folder section tab. 

The procurement analyst begins by transferring each bid into the economic evaluation sohare.  Applicable 
freight rates and forecasted SO2 emission allowance prices over the procurement horizon, are included in 
order to evaluate all bids on an equal basis. Bids are categorized and segregated based on procurement 
requirements, e.g., CSX, high grind, NS compliancelnon-compiiance and input. Within each categoly the bids 
are then ranked based on the S02-adjusted delivered cost (Slmmbtu). The procurement analyst prepares a 
report of the ranked bids within each procurement category. distributes the report to the Fuel Procurement 
Section and schedules a meeting to discuss the results. For economic ranking purposes, import coal may be 
categorized within each quality parameter. Le., NS compliance. 

Factors, in addition to S02-adjusted delivered $immbtu, for bids with the most favorable rankings. are 
discussed in the Fuel Procurement Section meeting. Such factors include, but are not limited to: plant issues 
surrounding the previous use of the offered coal, the Rnanciai health of the vendor, historic vendor 
performance reliability, percentage of coal currently under contract with the vendor over the procurement 
term, whether the vendor is also the producer of the coal to be supplied. any previous quality related issues, 
e.g., SO2 hot spots in trains, and percentage of coal to be delivered over the procurement term originating 
from the same production source. The level of concern or potential negative impact of one or more of these 
factors associated with a particular bid may outweigh the Simmbtu delivered cost, resulting in shifting its rank 
or possibly making a recommendation of "No lnteresr for that particular bid. 
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The procurement analyst schedules a meeting of the Fossil Fuels Procurement Team (FFPT). comprised of 
the Fossil Fuels Department Head (when available). department section managers, inventoryitransportation 
analysts, and procurement section members. The FFPT will discuss the findings of the Fuel Procurement 
Section with regard to the bids, considering $/mmbtu delivered cost and all other factors pertinent to particular 
bids. 

The results coming out of the FFPT meeting will be a categorization of each bid into one of three groups; (I) 
bids of interest, (2) bids of interest with certain modifications or clarifications. and (3) bids of little or no 
interest. 

After discussion of the bids, the FFPT may conclude an RFP executed later in the year could result in more 
advantageous prices due to market perceptions and thus recommend making no purchases from this RFP. In 
this Case all bids would result as being categorized in the third group. 

If the case should arise in which a sufficient volume of coal was not bid, the FFPT will recommend additional 
.actions in addition to moving forward with certain bids received. Those actions might include one ar more of 
the following: a decision to solicit again at a later point in time; where possible, shift dual service coal plants 
from NS to CSX or visa versa; when possible, shift compliance coal to noncompliance plants; and where 
possible, shift import coal to plants with the greatest inventory needs. 

With the department head in attendance at the FFPT meeting, the findings of the meeting will be acted upon 
immediately. 

The procurement manager will assign section analysts to specific bids. The procurement analysts will then 
wmmunicate our interest with each vendor. 

For situations in which the department head was not able to attend the FFPT meeting. procurement Section 
members will contact the vendors of interest, including those whose bids may require modification or 
clarification. The procurement analyst will express both verbally and through email PEC's interest in their bid 
subject to management approval and successful negotiations of terms and conditions. This action is taken so 
that vendors whose bids contain expiration dates will be made aware of an interest for potential purchase. A 
procurement analyst prepares minutes of the FFPT meeting which will be provided to the department head, 
including the grouping of the bids into categories of interest as well as any other recommended actions. 
When available the department head will meet with, at a minimum, the procurement manager. though 
preferably with the FFPT. at which meeting the individual bids and other recommended actions wili be 
discussed. Given the concurrence of the department head to an individual bid, the procuremeni analyst 
assigned to that specific bid will contact the vendor communicating that management approval has been 
received to move forward on their bid. If, however, the department head does not concur with the findings of 
the FFPT pertaining to an individual bid, the procurement analyst will contact the vendor SO that the vendor 
wiil not feel obligated to hold the bid open for PEC. Department head concurrence to implementing other 
actions wiil be undertaken immediately. 

For bids in which no modifications to what has been proposed by the vendor are necessary, the procurement 
analyst communicates with the vendor, both verbally and through e-mail, of continued interest in their bid 
subject to successfui negotiations of terms and conditions. The GTC along with a bid confirmation are e- 
mailed to the vendor for review. 

Some bids of interest may require clarification as to information supplied by the vendor in the submitted 
proposal. If. for example, a bid states its mine source(s) as " N S  ThackedKenova", clarification might be 
needed as to which specific mines will coal be suppiied. If all clarifications are satisfactorily addressed. the 
procurement analyst will communicate with the vendor, both verbally and through e-mail, of continued interest 
in their bid subject io successful negotiations of terms and conditions. The GTC along with a bid confirmation 
are e-mailed to the vendor for review. The clarification process, however, may produce unacceptable 
explanations. If such is the case, the procurement analyst will then communicate to the vendor that due to 
the clarifications. the bid is no longer attractive to PEC. If the procurement analyst is unsure of the 
acceptability or lack there of related to the clarifications. the procurement analyst will discuss the bid with the 
procurement manager, and then take the appropriate communication actions. 
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Position Level Term (years) 
Section Manager 3 year 
Department Head 
PresidentCEO Group President 
lntemal Board/Chair 
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Total Nominal Value 
Up to $25 million 
Up to $200 million 
Up to $500 million 
Unlimited 
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The Fuel Procurement Section meets to discuss the procurement objectives and identify producers of coal 
from the bidders list which provide the type and quality of coal required for the solicitation. The reliability of 
these coal producers are then discussed. Based on these criteria, a list of coal producers from the bidders list 
who can best meet the requirements of the solicitation is generated. 

The procurement manager assigns section analysts to specific producers. The procurement analysts then 
make contact with producers inquiring whether coal of the type and quality needed is available for delivery in 
the specified time period. The preferred contact with each provider would include two sedion members, if 
available. For producers who can not currently meet PEC's needs, the procurement analyst will ask the 
producers to keep them informed of changes in that status. If the producer is able to meet the requirements 
of the solicitation. the analyst will then negotiate a price contingent upon management approval and cornplete 
a "Deal Ticket" to document the potential transaction. All conversations with the producers, whethe; coal is 
currently available or not, Will be recorded in note form by the analyst and saved in the section's common 
directory. Any market intelligence offered by the producer will also be noted. 

Upon completion of phone contact with all producers selected for solicitation, the Fuel Procurement Section 
will meet to discuss the results. If requirements for coal remain, the Fuel Procurement Section will consider 
whether to make contact with additional coal producers who in the past have not been considered among the 
most reliable suppliers or to make contact with OTC marketers. 

Utilizing the same information gathering, negotiation, and documentation procedure as used with coal 
producers, additional coal producers andlor OTC marketers are contacted. The Fuel Procurement Section 
meets once again to discuss the results. 

A procurement analyst creates a procurement binder for the phone solicitation process in which is kept the list 
of coal producers andlor OTC marketers contacted along with whether each party contacted made an offer, 
coal market intelligence and price information from coal industry publications, minutes from Fossil Fuel 
Procurement Team meetings, and offer analyses. 

The procurement analyst aggregates all offers received into the economic evaluation software. Applicable 
freight rates and forecasted SOz emission allowance prices over the procurement horizon. are included in 
order to evaluate all bids on an equal basis. If more than one coal type and/or coal quality are being 
requested, the procurement anaiyst will segregate the offers accordingly. Within each category, the offers are 
then ranked based on the SOradjusted delivered cost (Slmmbtu). The procurement analyst prepares a 
report of the ranked offers within each procurement category, distiibutes the report to the Fuel Procurement 
Section and schedules a meeting to discuss the results. For economic ranking purposes, import w21 nay be 
categorized within each quality parameter, i.e.. NS compliance. 

Factors, in addition to S02-adjusted delivered Simmbtu, for the offers are discussed in the Fuel Procurement 
Section meeting. Such factors indude, but are not limited to: plant issues surrounding the previous use of the 
coal offered, the financial health of the vendor, historic vendor performance reliability, percentage of coal 
currently under contract with the vendor over the procurement term, whether the vendor is also the producer 
of the coal to be supplied, any previous quality related issues, e.g., SO2 hot spots in trains. and percentage of 
coal to be delivered over the procurement term originating from the same production source. The level of 
concern or potential negative impact of one or more of these factors associated with a particular offer may 
outweigh the Simmbtu delivered cost, resulting in shining its rank. 

The procurement analyst schedules a meeting of the Fossil Fuels Procurement Team (FFPT). comprised of 
the Fossil Fuels Department Head (when available), department section managers, inventoryltransportation 
analysts, and procurement section members. The FFPT will discuss the findings of the Fuel Procurement 
Section with regard to the offers received, considering S/mmbtu delivered cost and all other factors pertinent 
to particular offers. 

The results coming out of the FFPT meeting will be a categorization of each offer into one of two groups; (1) 
offers of interest and (2) offers of little or no interest. 

VI. Phone Solicitation Process page 21 of35 
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if, however, the case should arise in which a sufficient volume of coal was not offered, the FFPT will 
recommend additional actions in addition to moving foward with certain offers. Those actions might include 
one or more of the foliowing: a decision to solicit again at a later point in time; where possible, shift dual 
sewice coal from NS to CSX plants or visa versa; when possible, shift compliance coal to non-compliance 
plants; and where possible, shift import coal to plants with the greatest inventory needs. 

Rev. 3 (05105) Page 6 Of 19 

With the department head in attendance at the FFPT meeting, the findings of the meeting will be acted upon 
immediately. 

The procurement manager will assign section analysts to specific offers. The procurement analysts will then 
communicate our interest with each vendor. 

For situations in which the department head was not able to attend the FFPT meeting, procurement section 
members will contact the vendors of interest. The procurement analyst will express both verbally and through 
e-mail that PEC has an interest in their offer subject to management approval and successful negotiations of 
terms and conditions. A procurement analyst prepares the minutes of the FFPT meeting which will be 
provided to the department head, including the grouping of the offers into categories of interest as weli as any 
other recommended actions. When available the department head will meet with, at a minimum, the 
procurement manager, though preferably with the FFPT, at which meeting the individual offers and other 
recommended actions will be discussed. Given the concurrence of the department head to an individual offer, 
the procurement analyst assigned to that specific offer wili contact the vendor communicating management 
approval and will e-mail either a Lener Agreement, for a one train transaction, or GTC along with an offer 
confirmation for the vendor's review. If, however, the department head does not concur with the findings of 
the FFPT pertaining to an individual offer, the procurement analyst will contact the vendor so that the vendor 
will not feel obligated to hold the offer open for PEC. The "Deal Ticket" is then noted "Phone SolicitationlNot 
Purchased" and the reason for the decision. 

Upon reviewing PEC's set of General Terms & Conditions (GTC), the vendor may express an interest in 
negotiating some of the provisions within the GTC. The procurement analyst will request an extension of the 
offer expiration date to accommodate negotiations. The procurement analyst will set up a meeting(s) with the 
vendor to begin the negotiations. The meeting(s) is preferably conducted in person, but the negotiations may 
be conducted through an exchange of e-mails (or faxes) or by phone followed up by e-mail (or faxes). The 
procurement analyst should consult the procurement manager for guidance on any point being negotiated 
that has become onerous. The Legal Department and Enterprise Risk Management wiil provide guidance 
regarding non-commercial terms & conditions. Once negotiations have been completed the procurement 
analyst will produce the draft confirmation and general terms & conditions (agreement) containing any 
modifications as a result of the negotiations. A Contract Review and Exception Form will be completed and 
signed by the procurement analyst noting all deviations from PEC's set of GTC. 

For vendors communicating that they have no proposed changes to PEC's set of GTC, the procurement 
analyst will complete and sign the Contract Review and Exception Form noting there are no changes from 
the GTC. 

Except for spot purchases less than six months, the Contract Review and Exception Form will be attached to 
the Confirmation and GTC (modified or not) and routed to Legal for review and comment, and when 
applicable is also routed to Credit, and Accounting (if applicable) for review and comment. Once all reviews 
and wmments are complete, the Contract Review and Exception Form along with the Confirmation and GTC 
are routed to the contract signatory for review and for Review Form signature, noting any comments made by 
Legal, Credit, andlor Accounting. The identification of the contract signatory is based upon corporate 
approval levels outlined below 

Position Level I Term (years) 1 Total Nominal Value 
Section Manager 1 3 year I Up to $25 million 

1 Department Head i 1 Up to $200 million 
1 Up to $500 mi 

i 
>n+lPLn Crnup President 

I I I $- , : - :* -A  

Please refer to Exhibit, "Recent updates to Delegation of Authority" from the Audit Services Department, 
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The contract signatory weighs all review comments, balancing risks with business needs and comes to a 
decision whether the contract as attached should be executed, sent back for further negotiations with the 
vendor, or the contract should not be executed. 

In preparation for contract execution, the procurement analyst prints a sufftcient number of agreements so 
that PEC and each seller associated with the vendor (if the agreement names multiple sellers) will each 
receive an original with all signatures. The procurement analyst initials each page of each original in a non- 
black ink to assure no unapproved modifications will be made. All originals are then sent to the vendor for 
signature. Upon receipt of signed originals from the vendor, the contract signatory signs and dates all 
originals. Once executed, the procurement analyst sends the original contract to Contracts Administration for 
electronic filing. All remaining originals are sent to the vendor. 

For each solicitation resulting in an award of more than $100,000. the procurement analyst will record on the 
purchase recommendation language that indicates the following: 

A. Whether small business concerns were solicited and, if not, why not: 
E. Whether veteran-owned small business concerns were solicited and, if not why not; 
C. Whether service-disabled veteran-owned small business concerns were solicited and, if not why not; 
D. Whether HUBZone small business concerns were solicited and, if not why not; 
E. Whether small disadvantaged business concerns were solicited and, if not why not; 
F. Whether women-owned small business concerns were solicited and, if not why not; 
G. If applicable, the reason award was not made to a small business Concern." 

Coal will not be loaded for PEC plank until a Confirmation Letter and/or Contract is signed by both PEC and 
the counterpariy. 

The procurement analyst saves the finalized electronic copy in the section's common directory, updates and 
distributes the Contract Summary report to the department, and completes a "Deal Ticket" which is then 
provided to Fuel Administration for entry into FMS. 
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Exceptions to standard fodnoteworthy provisions: 
1 .  
2. 
3. 

Contract Administrator 
Reviewed by: __ 
Comments: 

Legnl ( -please review non-standard t e m  referenced above) 
Reviewed by: 
Comments: 

Credit ( __ please review non-standard temis referenced above) 
Reviewed by: 
Comments: 

Accounting( - please review non-standard terms referenced above) 
Reviewed by: 
Comments: 

Contract Signatory: .. . 
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Dear Prosytz;lt: y e  adder 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR COAL SUPPLY 

Bid Dcadiine: (02115L?006) 
Time: 12:OO (noon) EDT 

Progress Energy tlorida ("PEF") is solicitins pour proposal for coal deliveries to Progress 
Energy F l o d a  Inc.'s Crystal River Uniniis Nux 4 and 5 ("Crjstol River"), beginning in January 
of 2007. Offers may be submitted for 1em.s o f  one (1)  IO t!!rec (3) years. PET prefers a quotz for 
a minimum of 150,000 tons amazllp to be delivered in generally ratzble monthly amounrs; 
howeyer quotes for lesser quahies  will be considered. The quality of all coal should conform 
to the "Required Coal Speciilcations" listed on the attachcd Coal Producers' Solicitation Form 
-211 paranteed \ialues are expeered io be met on a per shipnent basis. 

For domestic coal Pl+' will consider bays  loading origins fa: the quoted prodxct. 
(i) For bar$? deliwries all prices should be qiiotcd FOB the barge. The Bidder should 

indicate ar:) loading dock. prefercnccs. 
in the case of (?I . &e qwted price should be i rdus iv i  of all T X : ~ .  fees acd ai: ocher c h q z s  Yo 
mix, producc, load a13 Cdiver <?e coal to PEF at ?he zpplica 

PCIT iixnoc coxl ii!l priccs should bc quored as a delivcicd p i k c  IO a SCW Orleans. Louisirna or 
Mobile; i\lab;.ma ace& import termha1 k: self-dischargd rssx15 (b&tcC-t)pe vessciz r x  
prefmed). n i r h  the supplier reuini?3 title and risk oi. loss :o the c o d  un?ii t?.c coal crosscs h e  
ship's rail cluoicd piice shall bc 
inclusive of a!! i acs :  fees. insurmce, fzeight and other chzv 10 mine. pri:duce, lot??r; and 
deliver the coa! to PE.F a rhc apn!icable d e l + , q  poin;. 

- .  

it is bcing unloaded at the applicable delivey poixi. 

c quote vib.ich is cKectlw as of Jaiiuarij 1. 2007 and is 5 x d  for a rxinimum oi' 
t \ x ! . ~  (12) months thcrcafier. For proposals of duralion Longer than tweive (13) months, PEF 
will coi..sidsr bc-h 5 u d  price quotes and proposals c o a ~ i n i n g  price adjustment mechanism. 
For propossis for du n cf thxe (?) years. PFC will also considti quotcs containi:?: a price 
reopener. 

,;\lthoush not necessaril)~ disposiiivc. PEF siron$!- prefers io utilize the PEF C o d  Purcliasc 
;hick ais artached iherno and 
In the cvent it chooses; in i!s 

s& discretion io a x x d  an:; contx t (s ) .  PEF will ma_!.- cx:. ol'the I'tF GTC avai!ablc f i i r  
rev iew IO hose Bidders; i f  my. rnsiring thc "s5ori  list'.^ 

mat ion tosihcr viith rhe Gcncral 'Tuns and Cordition 
)orElion ?lierein by xi'srence (collecrivcly t ke  " P I T  GT( 

PEF-07FL-001294 
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Ywi: proposals axe duc b>- l1:OO a . m  EaEin Dayiizht Tlmc (,ED11 Februan. I S ,  3096. 
Proposals should bc scat back on the anached Coal Producers' Solicitarior. Fonn. For milltipic 
proposals: a scparate form is required for each proposal. Please inciude dl available analysis for 
the coal (i.2.. proxinizte, ultimate, sulfur forms, miceral analysis of ash, a h  fusion temperatures. 
uxce e!ement). if you desire to show a typical value, pkease ensure that you a!so include your 
paranteed values in order for your propaial io be considered. If yoiir proposai includes a 
blended product from vaious seams. p!csc provide rhe quality data for tlie blended product as 
well as for e2ch individual seam from which you would expect to ship coal should you he 
ewardcd a contract. 
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.,.. . 
I 01s consfiiutrs a Request For Proposals od!;. In no c x n i  shall PET hc &cmcd to b..av-, i?c.c-,prrd 
my i 6 c r  by any Biddcr unless and until e w i t t e n  accep?axe of such o f h  (which acceptance 
mey be evidenced by a wittcn ageemennt to purchase such coaij is executed by a duly authorized 
jzprtsenutivz of PEF. 

Lt'you haw any questions. pleas? contact Barbara Coppol2 (91% 546-6002 or Eddie Vinson i?i 

(9i9) 516-3622. 

Atrachmcnts 

I-- rzr 4 a id  5 02.03-05 DOC 

PEF-07FL-001296 
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A. Historical Coal Prices 

Coal prices were historically stable during the period 1980 through 2000. In 2001 an abnormal price 
spike was attributed to high energy demand and resulting coal burn caused by the California electricity 
crisis, high prices for alternative fuels. such as natural gas, low hydroeiectric prices due to drought in the 
Pacific Northwest, the hard winter of 200iF2001 and low inventory sto&piles. These situations all 
occurred during a time when supply was constrained due to years of under-investment in the industry. 
Prices for coal are less transparent than prices for many other commodities such as natural gas and oil. 
This relative la& of transparency is due to a number of factors, including a limited futures market (coal 
futures are traded on only one commodity exchange, the NYMEX) and compared to crude oil and natural 
gas, relatively low liquidity and dollar volume. In 2004, the market was again disrupted due to shortage of 
coal in the international market, resulting in high demand and prices for Central Appalachia (CAPP) region 
coa!. 

PEF-FUEL-004526 

LC; 6- rogress Energy 

??O;IIL. Pehrmance. Exce!leace 
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6. Historical Coal Production (Supply) ~.~....~~ . 

Coal productivity in the U.S. has gone through distinct stages Prior to 1974. the industry saw steady 
growth as new equipment and technologies were developed to improve processes and increase 
productivity. The 1970s brotight us the energy crisis and new surface mining laws that dampened 
production. However, from the early 1980s through the 199Os, coal mine productivity increased steadily 
as new innovations were developed and increasing demand for coal evolved. Production began to 
decline again in late 1999-2000 and is slowly starting to increase again. although not to the production 
ievels seen in the late 7990s. Production in 1998 in the CAPP region was approximately 279 million tons 
and in 2005 it was approximately235 million tons. In the Eastern US., produdion increased nearly4% in 
Northern Appalachia (NAPP) from 2004 to 2005, versus 1% in CAPP. and 2% in the Illinois Basin. 

There are three primary factors that are likely to reduce the productivity of CAPP surface mines in the 
futtire: higher stripping ratios. the inability to increase equipment size much further and slow lead time to 
obtain Individual 404 valley-fill permits. Although most surface mine trends point !oward lower future 
productivities, some new highwall-miners have been active in CAPP, and they are usually highly 
productive machines. As coal prices rose recently. one of the barriers to bringing on new production was 
the long lead times to obtain permits. However, it is relatively easy for producers to notify state permit 
ofices and add a highwallminer to a strip job. This trend will most likely continue. 

~ 

~ 

C. Current Market Drivers 

TJe have seen a sustained level of coal price increases in all U.S. coal regions since 2303. This price 
kcrease is especially prevalent in the East. where supply is most constrained. 

,Y , 

Reserve depletion in Central Appalachia 
Shortage of ma\  in the international market 
High oil and natural gas prices 
Continued consolidation of coal producing companies, both in the U.S. and ov- arseas 
Increasing number of publicly traded coal producers with responsibility to shareholders to increase 
profits 
Out of 203 G\N of generation in the East, 45 GW is already scrubbed. Significant scrubbing wi!l 
start to come on line in 2007 with the total in 2010 expected to be at least 59 GW. 
Fuel switching by scrubbed units could be significant for Northeast, Midwest and Ohio River 
utilities which could result in the free-up of CAPP supply. Less fuel switching is anticipated for 
Southeast utilities due to transportation logistics challenges for coal movements from NAPP and 
Illinois Basin to Southeastem utilities. 

in addition, Eastern utilities experienced poor sewice from the railroads beginning in 2004 due to 
rraific growth, resource and power capacity constraints, and increased demand for exports. Increases in 
!ne price of diesel fue!, maintenarce. and operating costs have led to price increases across all rail 
systems in order to maintain the railrozd's cost of capital. Railroads have also used increased prices in 
recent months, especially for movements from regions o!her than CAPP. These increases are dus to 
avticipated new tramc voiurnes (e.g NAPP coal moves by NS into the Southeastern U.S.) that they do 
not currently have the assets to provide these seriices. 

a Pragress Energy 
Peop!e. Peiormsnre E i c e ! : e m  



Srockpile changes can have a significant impact on  short term demand and market prices. The 
dec!ine of Eastem utility stockpiles in late 2004 and early 2005 created addiiional demand for the 
remainder of 2005 and fist wader 2006. Stock arovnh in 2006 could support a weakening market in 

’ 1 +EIA Stocks (mmt) 

” 
2C07 

Eastern Utility Stockpile Levels 

YearEnd 1 MMTons 1 Change I Days 
2000 I 51.2 1 (26.4) 1 33.9 

2003 
2004 57.3 
2005 
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The outcomes of this Request for Proposal will support the Regulated Fuels Deparimeni 2006 
Business Plan' strategy for environmental compiiance. This strategy's key initiative is to purchase coal for 
delivery in years 2007-2009. Coal suppliers from a number of regions, domestically and offshore. will receive 
a copy of the request. 

Targets for procurement from this RF? are as foliows: 

Twenty two suppliers responded io the RF? Wiih approximaiely over one hundred unique responses. 

R W  Analysis Assumptions and Methoddogies _--_ l.__ .... ~ ,. ~ . . . .  ~ 
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~ afse:s do ?st include contractcia! obligations that might extend beyond the coniract ie im (e.9.. make- 
up : O ~ S  beyond contmci term). 

Compliance Goal Strategy 
__eL_rrx__.., .- 

1. 

2. 

PioCUre approximately. 500,000 tons of domestic river coal for transport io International Marine 
Terminal for diversification and blending. 
Procure 2.0 million tons of coai to replace expiring GO 
waterborne coal deliveries. The September 2005 RFP did not result in many offers and suppliers were 
willing to "sit-on" compliance coal ihrbugh the last half of 2005 in order to extract anticipated higher 
F06 mine prices. 

ds and maximize the economics of 

NQN- COMPLIANCE COAL STMTEOY - __IT-. -. 

Currently we have a small open position for units 1 & 2 therefore we will recommend the purchase of one 
train per month in 2007 and two trains per month for years 2008 and 2009. 

1. Continue to closely monitor and evaleate the :ransportation challenges. 

in order to ensure,a diversified por8olio at PEF and to meet the physical hedging guidelines for 2007 
the ioiloi:!ng tables documeni ;ne recommended and approved purchases from this RFP, as well as the 
zurreni msition. 

1.20 11,300 462.000 S 55.25 
500.000 S 60.80 
240.000 S 63.00 
liO.000 S 48.15 

I20 12,204 300.000 5 51.25 
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